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Struturalist social science emphasizes the structures that
institutions and networked relationships establish
That socio-economic conditions are path dependent
since societies exist in historic time-space
In historic time-space, values have relative validities
dependent upon their position in an activity field
Values exist framed by economism, human ethics and
social norms. That means that goods and services, or said
more fundamentally, objects and actions that has value in
one norm setting can be totally valueless in another.
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Examples of social structures defining a society
Class relationships
Distribution of market power in exchange
Preponderant social preferences - Doxa
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Neoclassical economics sees economic relationships
governed by laws that resemble the mechanical laws of
physics:
“.. distribution of income .. is controlled by a natural law ..
if it worked without friction, [it] would give to every agent
of production the amount of wealth which that agent
creates .. the rates of pay that result from bargains freely
made between individual men tend .. [to] equal that part
of the product of industry which is traceable to the labor
itself.”
J. B. Clark, American neoclassical economist, c.1895
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Standard economics, by
paraphrasing ideology in the
disguise of science , has
become symbolic violence
French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu developed the notion
of symbolic violence.
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Marx’ scheme for creation of value

Constant Capital: depreciation and materials used during production
Variable Capital: the wage bill
Surplus: Capitalists’ profit
s/v - surplus divided by variable capital is the rate of exploitation.
c/v - the organic composition of capital
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In Vol. III, Marx uses the scheme below where c is total capital.
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Marx’s concept of the capitalist was
relatively straigth forward: Moneybags,
owned and directly managed his factory
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Moneybags is still around, and some new tech companies have
original inventor cum business model originators in central decision
roles. But on the whole formal owner’s of enterprises increasingly
are speculating stockholders with varying level of sophistication and
little interests in the nitty-gritty of actual business operations.
In this vacumm, powerful CEOs have taken control of most modern
enterpises, including some of the largest supranational corporations.
Marx noted “Nobody ever includes his own profit in his cost-price.”
However in modern enterprises cost of capital is part of the normal
cost structure.
For equity owners, being invested in a particular enterprise entails
an ‘opportunity cost’ of not using the capital on other opportunities.
To see how modern business cost structures work out, let’s look at
a simple example of a year-end statement from a business, consisting
of a balance sheet and an income stateement.
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Balance sheet
Assets	

	

Cash	

$7,000	

Tools and Equipment	

 $223,000	

	

	

	

	

Total	

$230,000	


Liabilities
Bank Loan	

Equity:	

Paid in Capital	

Retained Earnings	

Total	

	


$130,000
	

$80,000
$20,000
$230,000

Income statement
Receipts	

	

 Expenses
Sales	

$41,000	

 Suppliers	

$4,500
	

Depreciation	

$11,000
	

	

 Labour Wages	

$10,000
	

	

 CEO	

$2,000
	

	

 Interest, 5%	

$6,500
Total Receipts	

$41,000	

 Total Expenses	

34,000
Total Expenses	

$34,000	

Earnings	

$7,000
Earnings distribute between dividend to owners (stockholders
dividends) and retained earnings, which boosts the size of the balance
sheet and revverts to owners as capital gains.
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This gives rise to following Marxian calculations:
	

c 22 (r 4,5 + d 11 + i 6,5) + v 10 + s 9 (oe 7 + ceo 2) = 41
or simplified: c 22 + v 10 + s 9 = 41
r = materials; d = depreciation; i = interest or cost of external
capital.
oe = owners dividends; ceo = ceo pay.
Earnings to equity or the profit rate = 7%
Rate of exploitation - s/v = 90%
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Let us assume an economy with perfect competition in which
frictionless substitution between alternatives always is possible.
Cost of capital: The part of an balance sheet that is financed by
debt obviously has an interest cost. The part that is financed by
equity, or owners capital, has an opportunity cost that is the
foregone income from an alternative economic choice that an
owner could frictionlessly substitute to*.
Owned capital has the opportunity cost of foregone return from
an alternative investment.
Management pay: in an optimal neoclassical world, only pay at the
perfectly competitive level is possible.
* Opportunity cost calculations must consider all kinds of foregone incomes. Thus, for an employable person
who has $100,000 in cash and contemplates to use this fund to start a business, opportunity costs would be
both the foregone interest income from investing the $100,000 in a riskfree financial instrument, and the
foregone income he or she could gain from working in a wage job. Of course, new businesses will often be
expexted to start with making losses and then slowly develop into profits, so all cash flow should be
discounted NPVs (net present values) taken over a reasonable period of years, say 5 to 10 years, and part of
the investment would be to cover the start up losses and provide an income until stable profits are made.
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Rent is defined as incomes that don’t arise from a productivity
contribution. No value is created.
Land and natural resources are “gifts of nature” (Marx).
Prices of land and natural resources are therefore pure rent.
Europeans brought concept of “gifts of nature” as property to America.
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Socialist production is the first stage of a post-capitalist economy.,
during which price and wage systems still will intermediate many
economic functis.
However, natural resources, gifts of nature, large-scale means of
production, communication networks, infrastructures, and banking
will revert to public ownership.
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Competition
between different
modes of business
responding to the
same demand

The perfectly competitive markets supposedly eliminates all economic
rents. This is of course impossible under a capitalist economic system,
the essence of which is precisely rent extraction and accumulation as
wealth. However, the market part of a socialist economy will work
under conditions resembling the perfectly competitive market, since
profit motives stemming from self-interests will have disappeared, .
An important aspect of a socialist economy with public banking is that
private financial institutions will no longer be able to capture the
seigniorage gain from providing the principal part of the money supply.
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Marx’ scheme as basis for a separation of productive and rent
elements in capitalist production.

Constant capital (c) = Cost of capital, including opportunity cost of
owners’ capital and depreciation +
competitive costs of materials and managemen
Variable capital (v) = Wages
Surplus value (s) = Extra-normal profits and all rents =
expresses degree of monopoly
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In this scheme of value, aggregated surplus expresses the degree
of monopoly in an economy
Under socialist production the surplus will be eliminated
One part will go to wages, paying for a wage structures that
equals workers’ full productivity contribution,
One part will be the social gain of socialist production.

